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Editorial
by Judy Cochran

This third issue of

Collage appears in the aftermath of the violent shootings at Virginia Tech,

and during the continuation of the war in Iraq, events which serve to heighten our awareness of
the fine line between death and life. This is the overarching theme we explore here in text and
image in the hope of capturing a glimmer of the light that is born of darkness and chaos.
Artists perceive beauty where it may otherwise go unnoticed. In the words of Emily Dickinson,
the poet “Distills amazing sense / From Ordinary Meanings.”1 This, I believe, is the gift, and the
offering, of those whose perception and understanding come not only from the mind, but from
the heart. Language as an art, whether textual or pictorial, is an expression of the opening of the
heart in compassion. Its essential purpose is the communication of an experience that raises our
level of consciousness, enlarging and enlightening us and our world.

1

The Poems of Emily Dickinson, “This was a Poet” (446), edited by R.W. Franklin. The Belknap Press of Harvard

University Press, 1998.
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This issue of

Collage

features a wide range of experiences from the contemplation of the

Koran or of our cosmic identity to life in a Peruvian orphanage or an island off the coast of
Africa, from the loneliness of a woman abandoned by love to the comfort found in a cup of
coffee. Interwoven with thoughts of Euler or of the mistakes we’ve made, we find images of
sovereign mountains or a single drop of dew on a blade of grass. These texts and images
combine to pose the question of the transitory nature of existence, summarized perhaps most
aptly in the cobweb’s brief geometry.
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